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Abstract: In the study described in this paper, mathematical thinking styles of 15 and

16 year old pupils shall be reconstructed. In the actual discussion on mathematics

there already exist classifications of thinking styles: F. Klein (1892, quoted by Tobies

1987) for example, distinguishes the thinking styles of the “analyst”, the “geometer”

and the “philosopher”, while Burton (1995) describes a visual, an analytic and a

conceptual thinking style. Some of these classifications were developed intuitively or

through empirical examinations, and the study only concluded practising

mathematicians but no pupils learning mathematics. In this paper it will be shown

among others, how mathematical thinking styles have been reconstructed in the study

until present.

1. Introduction and overview

From our experiences we learned, that there are many ways to explain mathematical

facts and that there are as many ways to understand and to think them through. Some

people for example easier understand mathematical facts by drawing sketches or

other kinds of graphics, while others are tending more to search for structures,

patterns or formulas and it’s application. This means that people may have

preferences for the so-called visual or the so-called analytic or so-called conceptual

way of thinking, or they show preferences for two or three of the thinking styles

simultaneously (mixed types).
1
 Already in 1892 F. Klein (quoted by Tobies 1987)

distinguished   on an intuitive base – the styles “analyst”, “geometer” and

“philosopher”. Empirical examinations (Burton, 1995) pointed out, that one may

classify a visual, analytic and conceptual thinking style. Since these classification are

limited to practising mathematicians and their results, they cannot applied directly to

pupils. This is the reason why a special study was carried out which started from the

following research questions:

(a) Can these thinking styles also be reconstructed with 15 and 16 year old teenagers,

who are still in the phase of learning mathematical concepts and methods, but,

compared with practising mathematicians, have much less experience in working

with mathematics?

(b) If so, how can these thinking styles be described ?

                                                  
1
 Mixed type can have two meanings: 1. Mixed type as own style, which concludes characteristics of the visual and

analytic thinking style; 2. Mixed type if ,depending on the situation, one style is chosen.


